
 

This tutorial will teach you how to create the appearance of cleavage in nine simple steps! We 

use simple contouring techniques to create a subtle yet realistic looking feminine chest.  

Materials Needed: 

1. Mehron Cream 

Foundation Stick 

(MEH400) relative to 

your skintone. (One dark 

and one light) In this 

tutorial for light to 

medium skin we used: 

Eurasia Ivory and Ebony 

2. Janet's Own Lip-liner 

Brush (Found in Janet's 

Own Brush Kit SAR-

12PC) 



 

Step One 

Start with one line using your light toned foundation up the centermost part of the chest. It is 

important not to go up too high. The best place to end your line is the center of your chest. 

Step Two 

Use that first line as a guide, and create an " " shape. This shapes the top and 

inner crease of the breast. 

Step Three 

Using your finger, you can blend the shape you created. It is important to blend gently, 

this creates a smooth finish while still keeping the shape you drew on. 



 

Step Four 

Taking your dark foundation, trace that outer part of the " " shape. This details the 

crease and gives the shape depth. It doesn't have to be perfect! You'll be blending it 

with your fingers anyways, so little details don't have much of an impact. 

Step Five 

Blend with a clean finger, going in a motion that smoothes the dark lines you created. Be 

sure not to go too far on the upper part of your breasts, because that can cause the 

cleavage to look less like a " " shape and more like a "m" shape.  

Step Six 

Take your dark foundation again, and line the innermost part of the cleavage. 

Remember, the lower the cleavage goes the darker it becomes. 

Step Seven 

Using the same techniques as Step Five, blend the dark lines you created with your 

finger. The darker you go, the more dramatic your cleavage will look. You can repeat 

these steps using the same techniques for deeper and more supple looking cleavage. 



 

Step Eight 

Using a clean finger, get a little bit of your light foundation. A little bit goes a 

long way! 

Step Nine 

This is the final step! Take your light foundation and blend on the front, top part of your 

breast. This will emphasize the fullness of the breast. A good tip: dark is slimming and 

light gives volume. This final touch highlights the top of the breast. 

Voila! Your once flat chest now has the illusion of cleavage. Wearing tops such 

as V-necks and blouses really emphasize the chest. This makeup skill is a 

beautiful, and subtle technique that really emphasizes your womanly grace. 


